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Abstract
The oil and gas industry relies on multiphase flow models and correlations to predict the behavior 
o f fluids through wells and pipelines. Significant amount o f research has been performed on the 
multiphase flow of different types of liquids with gases to extend the applicability of existing 
models to field-specific fluid conditions. Heavy oil and gas flow research commenced in the past 
decade and new correlations have been developed that define their flow behavior/regimes. This 
study aims to plant a foot in the quite deficient area of multiphase flow research that focuses on a 
sufficiently common situation faced by many heavy oil producing fields: the presence of sand in 
wells and pipelines. This study will be the first recorded attempt to understand the multiphase flow 
o f heavy oil, gas, and sand.
A 1.5” diameter multiphase flow loop facility capable o f handling solids was designed and 
constructed for the study. D ata logging instruments were calibrated and installed to be able to 
withstand the erosive effects of sand. The flow loop was leak and pressure tested with water and 
air.
Three oils o f 150, 196 and 218 cP viscosities were utilized to gather 49 single phase liquid, 227 
two-phase liquid- air and 87 three-phase liquid, air and solid multiphase flow data points which 
included differential and absolute pressures, fluid flow rates, temperatures, liquid and composite 
liquid- solid hold- up data and photo and videotaping o f the observed flow regimes. Validation of 
the setup was performed using single phase flow of oil and two-phase flow of oil and air. Sand 
was added in three different concentrations to the 218 cP oil and three-phase oil, gas and sand 
multiphase flow tests were performed.
Flow patterns were identified and flow pattern maps were created using acquired data. N o change 
was observed on flow pattern transitions by changing oil viscosities. Liquid hold- up and 
differential pressures were compared to observe the effect of changing oil viscosity and the 
presence of sand in varying concentrations on the two-phase flow of oil and gas and the three- 
phase flow of oil, gas and sand respectively. An increase in differential pressures was observed 
with increasing viscosities and the addition of sand. N o changes in hold-up were seen with 
changing oil viscosities rather flow patterns impacted liquid hold-up significantly. The slug flow 
pattern was analyzed. Composite liquid-solid hold-up in slug flow were physically measured and 
predicted. Liquid slug lengths were predicted and compared with observed lengths using photo
iii
and videography techniques. Differential pressures and liquid hold-up were compared with 
existing multiphase flow models in the PIPESIM  multiphase flow simulator to test model 
predictions against observed flow data. The dependence of differential pressure gradients and 
liquid hold-up on dimensionless variables was realized by performing normalized linear 
regressions to identify the most significant dimensionless groups and the results were given a 
mathematical form by proposing correlations for differential pressure and hold-up predictions. To 
the best o f our knowledge, this study is the first attempt at systematically measuring pressure drop 
and liquid hold up during the three-phase flow of oil, gas and sand.
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Introduction and Literature Review
1.1 Introduction
Multiphase fluid flow studies have evolved over the past century and developed highly specific 
branches that investigate the effects of changing fluid properties, flow patterns or conduit 
orientations and shapes. Flow study of viscous oils is one of the newer areas of research. W hile 
there are a few institutions that have analyzed the two-phase flow of viscous oil and gas, there 
have been no reported attempts to study the effects of solids in the flow of viscous oil and gas. 
Sand ingress is an issue in oil and gas wells and transport facilities in Alaska and across the world 
and this study attempts to bridge the gap between two-phase oil and gas flow and three-phase flow, 
by focusing on the simultaneous flow of viscous oil, gas and sand.
Multiple old and existing flow loop facilities were studied and a small scale multiphase fluid flow 
loop facility was designed and setup at the University o f Alaska Fairbanks (UAF). Floor design, 
equipment sizing and construction were the primary elements o f the first phase o f this project. 
Leak and integrity tests followed the first phase and several complications involving equipment 
operation and performance were overcome during the second phase. The third phase involved 
multiphase flow tests, data acquisition and analysis, with emphasis on slug flow.
1.2 Evolution o f M ultiphase Flow Studies
M ultiphase flow studies have been a topic o f interest in the scientific community for over a century. 
The oil and gas industry’s lifeline are the conduits providing communication between shore/land 
based facilities and the subsurface; through wells. These conduits carry different phases o f fluids 
under various flow conditions. Perhaps the first attempt to model fluid flow in wells was made by 
Versluys in 1930, proposing a correlation to predict pressure drop in wells. Significant assumptions 
were made to simplify the model as the term “Turbulence resistance” was introduced in the 
equations that would oppose upward flow o f the fluids, in acknowledgement o f the frictional losses 
in the tubing. In 1935, May used a generalized flow equation including friction factor equations, 
providing mathematical insight to Versluys’ turbulence resistance idea. It was also pointed out that
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frictional losses account for less than 1% of the total losses at liquid velocities of around 1 foot per 
second (ft/s) which were commonly observed in the M asjid-I-Sulaiman field in Iran, where this 
study was performed.
Traditionally, multiphase flow studies have been conducted empirically: utilizing experimental or 
field data to understand the changes in fluid properties under different flow conditions and to 
develop correlations, or mechanistically: starting with fundamental conservation of mass, energy 
and fluid flow equations to arrive at equations relating pressure drop or liquid hold up to fluid and 
conduit properties. Researchers have rarely used standalone approaches to represent their 
investigations. A combination o f empirical and mechanistic modelling; comparing experimental 
data with existing models to fine- tune, or validating purely mathematical equations with observed 
data has engendered robust models over the years.
Different underlying assumptions form the basis of these models and they may broadly be 
classified into three categories: The first category groups the simplest of the models that do not 
consider changes in multiphase fluid flow pattern or the slippage between phases as a result of 
unequal in-situ phase velocities. M ultiphase fluid flow studies of prominence in the oil and gas 
industry commenced in 1952 with Poettmann and Carpenter’s pressure traverse prediction 
correlation, which is an example o f this category o f models. The authors followed an empirical 
approach, based on data from a large number of vertical gas lifted wells flowing at liquid rates as 
low as 60 barrels per day (bbl/day) to around 1500 bbl/day and Gas to Liquid Ratios (GLRs) o f 
5000 standard cubic feet per Stock Tank Barrel (scf/STB). They assumed fluid homogeneity. This 
enabled the prediction of Bottom Hole Pressures (BHPs) for determining the setting depths of Gas 
Lift Valves (GLVs)--a commendable achievement for that day and age. This set the ball rolling 
and further investigation ensued. In 1961 and 1963, Baxendell and Thomas and Fancher and 
Brown would make modifications to the initial model proposed by Poettmann and Carpenter in 
1952, extending the applicability and accuracy o f the pressure traverse prediction equations. In the 
late 60s, a mechanistic correlation published by Orkiszewski (1967) relaxed the underlying 
assumptions made by Poettmann and Carpenter on viscosity, fluid homogeneity and density to 
produce a more reliable correlation. This study also mentioned that slug flow is the most commonly 
encountered flow pattern in vertical conduits.
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The second category of models considers slippage between the liquid and gas phases, owing to the 
difference in the in-situ velocities o f liquid and gas. Hagedorn and Brown (1965) considered this 
effect and proposed a correlation based on dimensionless numbers to compute liquid hold-up. The 
dimensionless numbers used in this study were proposed by Ros (1961) in the quest to determine 
the optimal production string sizes and GLV installation points. The typical dimensionless analysis 
procedure follows the formation of dimensionless groups by identifying independent variables on 
the dependent variable at hand, generally pressure gradient or liquid hold-up. Using field or 
experimental data, the numerical values of these groups are calculated and multiple regressions 
are performed on these set of numbers to produce a correlation that would enable one to determine 
the value of the dependent variable, that is, predict pressure gradients or liquid hold-up: the core 
deliverable of any multiphase flow correlation. The versatility and applicability of dimensionless 
groups on multiphase flow research was realized around this time and was the basis for numerous 
multiphase flow models ever since. It still remains a widely-used approach.
The third and final category of models acknowledge the effects and changes in flow patterns as 
well as slippage between the phases. In 1972, Aziz and Govier concluded that empirical models 
based on water and air as the liquid and gas phases could not be held valid in the oil and gas 
industry. In 1973, Beggs and Brill published their work based on water and air flow, “A study of 
two-phase flow in inclined pipes”, a third category model. It remains one o f the most widely used 
models in the oil and gas industry. The authors performed an extensive literature survey before 
concluding that the existing correlations for pressure drop and hold-up were not robust enough to 
cover a wide range o f fluids and/ or pipe inclinations angles. They utilized 1 and 1.5” diameter 
pipes, two 45ft long test sections capable o f positive and negative inclinations and covered a wide 
range o f air and water flow rates. This study was the first one to gather comprehensive 
experimental data that included flow rate, pressure gradient, flow visualization, inclination angle 
and liquid hold-up making it the first all- round study in the field o f multiphase flow. 
Unsurprisingly, dimensionless groups were utilized to predict liquid hold- up and flow pattern 
transitions.
The Hasan and Kabir (1988) model is a mechanistic model from this category o f multiphase flow 
models that consider the effect o f slippage and flow pattern. Based on fluid flow mechanics, 
expressions were developed for flow pattern prediction, hold-up and friction factor. These
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expressions were verified by testing against actual data. The convenience of this model was the 
simplistic and direct nature o f equations, requiring fewer and less complex calculations. Several 
modifications were done on this model by the authors over the next decades to include the effects 
o f pipe inclinations (1992), counter- current fluid flow (1994) and a unified model (2010).
Increasing accuracy and complexity is expected going from the first to the third category of 
models. Generally, empirical models have proven to be more reliable in predicting flow 
characteristics than purely mechanistic models.
In 1980, Taitel and Dukler used empirical data and dimensionless groups to focus on delineating 
flow pattern transitions in horizontal pipes. Based on their dimensionless numbers X, T, and, F, 
flow patterns could be predicted. This study covered flow patterns over a wide range of conduit 
sizes and opened a new branch o f flow pattern- specific studies. This was one o f the earliest studies 
to comprehensively document multiphase flow in horizontal conduits, an initial marker of the 
division o f multiphase flow studies into horizontal and inclined pipe orientations. Subsequent 
analysis revealed a strong influence o f flow patterns on the multiphase flow equations. W ith this 
revelation, the domain of fluid flow investigations became more focused. It also highlighted the 
segregation of multiphase fluid flow research into highly specific nodes, each one analyzing the 
effects of specific fluid properties, flow patterns and pipe orientations, mostly extinguishing the 
possibility o f a single generic model that could apply to all possible multiphase fluid flows.
Heavy oil research has picked up pace over the past few decades, most notably from the University 
of Tulsa where studies of the flow of heavy Venezuelan crude was undertaken in the early 2000s 
at the Tulsa Unified Fluid Flow Projects labs. These studies focused on observing the effect of 
changing oil viscosities on pressure drop, liquid hold-up and flow patterns by segregating oils 
based on their viscosity into medium (10 to 180 cP) and high (>180 cP) viscosity oils. Heavy oil 
studies also commenced in Europe and China during this period which focused on specific flow 
patterns. Little research has been done on heavy oil flow modeling (Falcone et al. 2007), owing to 
the abundance and production of the more desirable light crude in the past century. At the time of 
thesis research, the latest study was performed by Zhao et al. in 2015 that investigated slug flow 
characteristics and proposed correlations to predict slug flow parameters such as slug length and 
hold-up. In this changing scenario and a shift towards unconventional hydrocarbon production, the
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current research project attempted at planting a foot in this relatively new research area o f heavy 
oil production, specifically the Cold Heavy Oil Production with Sand (CHOPS).
1.3 CHOPS and Heavy Oil in Alaska
In the 90s, small Canadian operating companies noticed that wells that continuously produced sand 
showed better oil productivity as opposed to wells with sand screens designed to avoid sand 
production. This produced sand was cleaned and separated for use in cement plants, road 
construction and related industries. These small advances and observations coupled with better 
lifespans and reliabilities o f Progressing Cavity Pumps (PCPs) were largely responsible for the 
birth o f The Cold Heavy Oil Production with Sand (CHOPS) process. CHOPS is an 
unconventional, non- thermal heavy crude oil production technique characterized by the deliberate 
production o f reservoir sand to create additional flow channels for reservoir fluids to flow into 
wells. These sandstone reservoirs are highly unconsolidated, shallow hence cold, predominantly 
bearing viscous hydrocarbon devoid o f lighter fractions. CHOPS wells have a production rate 
from 20 to 300 bbl/day (Han et al. 2007) with a stable sand cut o f less than 1% (Cadrin 2015).
Alaska has heavy oil reserves in the tune o f 24 to 33 billion barrels, most o f which overly existing 
fields (Figure 1.1). This heavy oil is mostly produced from multilateral wells, some o f which 
consist o f horizontal sections o f lengths exceeding one mile.
Figure 1.1: Heavy Oil fields in Alaska (Pospisil, 2011)
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Figure 1.2: Viscosities o f Alaskan Crude (Pospisil, 2011)
M ilne Point, Schrader B luff and W est Sak are a few o f the viscous to heavy oil producing areas, 
characterized by oil viscosities from the mid- teens to over 600 centipoise (cP) or 0.6 Pascal- 
second (Pa-s) (Figure 1.2).
M ost o f these wells use PCPs as an artificial lift mechanism. PCPs are screw pumps with a rotor 
plated with a hardening agent and a rubber stator that provide superior solids- handling 
performance compared the widely used centrifugal pumps in the oil and gas industry.
W ith no recorded attempts o f studying the multiphase flow o f viscous oil, gas and sand, this thesis 





2.1 M ultiphase Flow Loop Design
Floor space in two labs on two floors o f the Duckering Building was assigned for the construction 
o f the multiphase flow loop facility. Figure 2.1 shows the floor plan on the lower and upper floors. 
The lower floor spanning 200ft2 consisted o f an oil tank and a PCP and the 250ft2 upper floor 
housed an air compressor, a 24ft long clear test section and data logging equipment. Floor design 
was dependent on the load handling capacity o f the grated metal floor on the upper floor o f 50lb/ft2.
2.2 Test Fluids
Industrial gear lubricating oils fit the physical properties required for this project. Phillips 66- 
Conoco lubricating R&O 460 oil was selected for the experiments. This oil was chosen for its low 
volatility and high stability over a wide range o f temperatures and pressures.
Table 2.1 outlines the properties o f the oil
Table 2.1: Oil Properties
Property Value
Gravity (60F) 27.1 °API
Viscosity (40°C) 464 cSt (412 cP)
Pour Point -15°C
Diesel was mixed in specific ratios with this oil to achieve different oil viscosities. Compressed 
air was used as the gas phase in the experiments.
2.3 Equipment
2.3.1 Oil Pump and VFD
A PCP was chosen owing to its superior solids- handling ability and a robust build. A 
Continental CL6 series pump was selected for use in the setup (Figure 2.2).
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Figure 2.1 (b): Flow Loop Floor Plan: Lower Floor
Table 2.2: Floor Plan Legend
Legend
P1 Pump Discharge Pressure Gauge
P2 Test Section Inlet Pressure Gauge
BV Test Section Bypass Valve
EV1 and 
EV2 Electrically Actuated Valves
P r e s s u r e
Transducer
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The rotor was double-lobed and chrome plated and the stator was made from heavy duty buna 
rubber. The pump was powered by a 7.5 Horsepower (hp) Baldor motor coupled with a gearbox. 
The peak pump output was 35 gallons per minute (GPM) or 850 bbl/ day at 225 psi.
Figure 2.2: Continental Progressive Cavity Pump
To control pump speeds and therefore liquid flow rates, an ABB Variable Frequency Drive (VFD) 
was used (Figure 2.3). The VFD could control pump speeds by supplying user- defined 
frequencies. Parameters such as motor rpm, torque rating, current draw, and temperature could be 
monitored in real time on the VFD display.
Figure 2.3: ABB Variable Frequency Drive
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2.3.2 Air Compressor
A Chicago Pneumatic air compressor with an enclosed 7.5hp piston pump over an 80- gallon tank 
was used as a compressed air source (Figure 2.4). The compressor had a peak output o f 22.3 cubic 
feet per minute (cfm) air (0.03 MMscf/day) at 175psi. A regulator was used to control air input to 
the flow loop.
Figure 2.4: Air Compressor
2.3.3 Holding Tank and Confinement
A 32 inch diameter, 5 ft tall double walled 12- gauge steel 200 gallon tank was constructed by 
Greer Tanks, Fairbanks (Figure 2.5). The tank outlet had an initial diameter o f 1.5 inch, which was 
gauged up to 3 inch to match the oil pump inlet size. The tank and oil pump were enclosed within 
a tarp confinement as a spill control measure.
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Figure 2.5: Double W alled Tank Drawing
2.3.4 Plumbing
One- and- a- half inch Schedule 80 PVC plumbing was used in the setup, manufactured by 
Charlotte Pipe and Foundry Company, purchased from Ferguson Plumbing, Fairbanks. The pipes 
were rated at 460 psi at 60 °F. All connections were made using primer and heavy duty PVC 
cement.
2.3.5 M easurement
2.3.5.1 Oil Flow Rate and Drive
The oil flow rates were calculated using the pump curve for the continental 3CL6 Series pump 
(Figure 2.6).
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RPM 100 300 500 700 900
NPSH REQ'D .6 1.7 2.9 4.1 6.9
MIN. HP 1 2 3 5 5
—  70 Durometer. — — 55 Durometer. Data Based on water @ 70° F
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Continental Pump Company
29425 State Hwy B | Warrenton, Missouri 63383| Tel: 636-456-60061 Fax: 636-456-4337| Email: sales@con-pump.com
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2.3.5.2 Air Flow Rate
A Cole Parmer anemometer was used in line with the air source to measure air flow rates (Figure 
2.7).
Figure 2.7: Anemometer Figure 2.8: Differential Pressure Transducer
2.3.5.3 Differential Pressure
Foxboro pressure transmitters with protective steel diaphragms were installed at the test section 
(Figure 2.8) that were connected to a National Instruments’ Data Logger M odule 9203.
2.3.5.4 Hold-Up
To trap fluids in the test section for liquid hold-up measurements, two electrically actuated valves 
from Spears company were shorted and wired for synchronized operation (Figure 2.9).
2.3.5.5 Fluid Temperature
A molded Omega RTD sensor was used to measure temperature o f fluids. The resistance output 
figures from the sensor were correlated linearly with temperatures.
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Figure 2.9: Electrically Actuated Valve Drawing
2.3.5.6 Oil Viscosity
An OFITE Model 900 viscometer was used to measure oil viscosities o f different diesel- oil ratios 
(Figure 2.10). Three oils o f 150, 197 and 218 cP were formulated with diesel-oil ratios o f 1:2.8, 
1:3.2 and 1:3.4 by volume for use in experiments.
Figure 2.10: OFITE Viscometer
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ORCADA software was used to design viscosity tests and control the viscometer (Figure 3.11). 
All Diesel- Oil mixtures were categorized as Bingham Plastic fluids.
Figure 2.11: ORCADA User Interface
2.3.5.7 Surface Tension
Oil-Air Surface tension was measured using a Scientific Company Tensiometer (Figure 2.12). 





A DynaMix DM X series industrial tank mountable mixer (Figure 2.13) was used to keep the sand 
suspended in oil during the three- phase flow experiments o f oil, gas and sand. The mixer was 
powered by an electric 'A hp motor and clamped on the double walled steel holding tank.
Figure 2.13: DynaM ix M ixer
To protect pressure gauges from the intrusive and erosive effects o f sand, Hayward PVC Gauge 
Guards were installed. The gauge guards had an elastomer diaphragm to protect the pressure gauge. 
The void space was filled with hydraulic oil (Figure 2.14).
Figure 2.14: Pressure Gauge Coupled with a Protective Gauge Guard
2.3.5.9 Photo and Videography
A Canon DSLR and a Casio Exilim High Speed Digital Camera were used to take photos and 




During the first phase o f design and construction o f the flow loop, efficient utility o f the available 
floor space and load handling capacity o f the floors were emphasized. The PCP was anchored on 
the lower level and suitable plumbing support structures were built. Pipe and fittings were 
connected and installed using primer and heavy duty cement. The air compressor, valves, logging 
equipment, and test section supports were installed on the upper level. Electrically actuated valves 
were wired, synchronized and tested before installation. The differential pressure transducer was 
powered and calibrated to specifications. The data logger and LabView code were calibrated and 
tested. VFD issues were troubleshot and the PCP was setup. In the second phase, water was used 
to test the integrity o f the flow loop. M ultiple leaks and equipment issues were identified and fixed. 
Oil viscosity, pump, VFD, air flowmeter and plumbing issues diagnosed and fixed and the setup 
was retested. Repairs and troubleshooting proved to be the most time consuming task in this 
project.
2.5 Experimental Procedure
The following standard operating procedure was adhered to for performing tests. Tutorial videos 
on the UAF Flow Loop YouTube channel can be referenced as equipment operation guides: 
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCL-UArXijxJGdg-RNevi g
Pre- Run checks: Set oil pump torque boost and speed, check air compressor charge and valve 
positions at the test and bypass sections. For tests with sand, start the tank mounted mixer.
1. Start the oil pump at the pre- determined speed and monitor pump discharge pressure (P1) 
for surges during initial speed pick- up supplied by the torque boost. (Refer to the “How 
to- Oil Pump” tutorial video on the YouTube channel)
2. After pump speed stabilization, introduce air up to the pre- determined flow rate by 
monitoring the air flowmeter. (Refer to the “How to- Air compressor” tutorial video on the 
YouTube channel)
3. Start logging differential pressure on LabView. (Refer to the “How to- Data acquisition” 
tutorial video on the YouTube channel)
4. Log pump rpm, pump discharge pressure P1 and test section inlet pressure P2.
If  applicable, take photographs and slow motion videos.
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5. For tests involving liquid hold up measurements, activate the electric valves EV1 and EV2 
to trap fluids in the test section while simultaneously opening the bypass valve (BV). 
(Refer to the “How to- Hold-up experiments” tutorial video on the YouTube channel) Once 
EV1 and EV2 are completely closed, stop air supply to the loop followed by the oil pump 
and stop logging differential pressure.
6. To measure liquid hold-up for liquid hold-up tests, wait for the trapped fluids to settle and 
air bubbles to break up. Depending on the flow type, wait, ranging from 2 to 30 minutes. 
M easure the circumference on the pipe wetted by the liquid phase at 5 different points in 
the test section and obtain the average wetted length to calculate the liquid hold up.
To physically measure composite liquid- solid hold-up, dismantle and drain the test 
section plumbing and swab the pipe to collect residual fluids and sand. W eigh the oil and 
sand mixture, separate the sand and dissolve residual oil on the sand using toluene. Allow 
the sand to dry completely and weigh the sand.
2.6 Data Acquisition
National Instruments’ analog current input module 9203 on an NI DAq 9174 chassis was used to 
gather differential pressure data from the transmitter (Figure 2.15). The assembly was connected 
to a 12V DC source. The transmitter current output range was 4 to 20mA. The N I panel was 
connected to a desktop and LabView was used as an interface for logging and converting current 
feed from the transmitters to differential pressure. A code was designed in LabView for this 
purpose and was calibrated during single phase liquid flow tests (Figures 2.16 and 2.17). 
Differential pressure data was gathered at a rate o f 0.5 data points/ second. This frequency was 
determined to be apt after multiple observations during test runs.
18
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Figure 2.15: NI9203 and N I DAq 9174
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Figure 2.16 LabView Differential Pressure Logging Code
Figure 2.17: LabView Control Panel
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Chapter 3 
Experimental Results and Analysis
3.1 Single-Phase Oil Flow
Single phase experiments using three different oils: Diesel M ixture 1, 2, and 3 with viscosities of
149.8, 196.3 and 217.5cP at 19.9°C (0.1498, 0.1963 and 0.2175 Pa-s) respectively were carried 
out for validation o f the flow loop. Forty-nine data points were collected for single phase flow.
Figure 3.1: Single Phase Oil Differential Pressure Gradient, Diesel Mix 1
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Figure 3.3: Single Phase Differential Pressure Gradient Data Comparison
Figures 3.1 and 3.2 show the differential pressure gradient for different oil velocities for Diesel 
Mix 1 and 2. Diesel 2 and 3 mixture pressure gradients are plotted in Figure 3.3. An increase in 
differential pressure was observed with increasing oil viscosities. Data for Diesel M ix 1 produced 
anomalously high differential pressure observations because o f data logging errors.
Theoretical differential pressure equations are demonstrated in Appendix A and are plotted with 
observed values in Figures 3.4 and 3.5. The observed and calculated differential pressures were 
within close range, which gave confidence in the data quality obtained from the setup. The slight 
mismatch between the Bingham Plastic model with the data is accounted to the low repeatability 
o f the viscometer in reporting yield points, which were used in calculating the theoretical pressure 
drop.
3.2 Two-Phase Oil and Gas Flow
The three Diesel- Oil mixtures were comingled with compressed air to analyze their two-phase 
flow behavior and flow patterns. Two-hundred and twenty-seven data points were collected for 
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Figure 3.5: Theoretical and Observed Single Phase Differential Pressure Gradients, Diesel M ix 3
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3.2.1 Flow Patterns
Six different flow patterns were observed as expected, namely, Dispersed Bubbly (DB), Stratified 
Smooth (SS), Elongated Bubbly (EB), Slug (SL), Annular (AN) and Stratified W avy (SW) Flow.
3.2.1.1 Dispersed Bubbly Flow
Dispersed Bubbly flow was observed with very low gas superficial velocities at elevated oil 
superficial velocities, characterized by small distributed bubbles at the top of the pipe (Figure 3.6).
Figure 3.6: Dispersed Bubbly Flow (v s l  = 0.63m/s, v s g  = 0.1m/s)
3.2.1.2 Elongated Bubbly Flow
W ith increasing gas superficial velocities, the smaller bubbles seen in Dispersed Bubbly flow 
started to coalesce to form larger, elongated bubbles. Characterized by a blunt head and a wake at 
the rear (Figure 3.7), Elongated Bubbly flow marked the onset o f intermittent flow. With 
increasing gas superficial velocity, the length o f the elongated bubbles increased.
Figure 3.7: Elongated Bubbly Flow Head (L) and Tail (R) (v s l  = 0.27m/s, v s g  = 0.41m/s)
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3.2.1.3 Slug Flow
The most frequently encountered flow pattern in this study was slug flow. Increasing gas 
superficial velocities from Elongated Bubbly flow led to the formation of slugs: alternating fast 
moving oil bodies separated by slower moving gas pockets with an oil film over the perimeter of 
the pipe. The faster moving liquid slugs appeared to engulf the oil film from the slower moving 
air pockets at the front, while leaving behind oil at their tails: keeping the overall slug length 
constant. The slug front was characterized by eddies in the front, arising from the near “bulldozing” 
action o f the slug body on the liquid film while the tail left a liquid film behind shown in Figure
3.8.
Figure 3.8: Slug Flow front (L) and tail (R) (v s l  = 0.27m/s, v s g  = 2.49m/s)
3.2.1.4 Stratified W avy Flow
At high gas and low oil superficial velocities, the two phases flowed separately with a nearly 
horizontal interface. The gas phase travelled in the top section o f the pipe at a much higher velocity 
than the oil on the bottom of the pipe, stripping oil off the gas- oil interface leading to the formation 
o f ripples or waves on the surface o f the oil in the Stratified W avy flow pattern (Figure 3.9).
3.2.1.5 Annular Flow
The flow pattern encountered around the highest oil and gas superficial velocities was Annular 
Flow. The faster moving gas phase traveled through the core o f the pipe, with the liquid phase 
flowing as a film sticking to the walls o f the pipe. A higher concentration o f oil was observed at 
the bottom of the pipe (Figure 3.10).
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Figure 3.9: Stratified W avy Flow (v s l  = 0.11m/s, v s g  = 5.38m/s)
Figure 3.10: Annular Flow (Top View) (v s l  = 0.35m/s, v s g  = 9.73m/s)
3.2.1.6 Stratified Smooth Flow
Stratified Smooth Flow was observed at the minimum oil and gas flow rates. The two phases 
flowed independently, with the liquid phase occupying the lower part o f the pipe dominated by 
gravitational forces (Figure 3.11).
Figure 3.11: Stratified Smooth Flow (v s l  = 0.08m/s, v s g  = 0.21m/s)
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3.3 Flow Pattern Map Construction and Comparison
All the observed flow patterns were plotted on a flow pattern map (Figures 3.12 through 3.14) for 
the three oils. No appreciable shifting o f flow pattern boundaries was observed with increasing oil 
viscosities in the applied range.
These maps were superimposed on Taitel and Dukler’s (1976) flow pattern map (Figures 3.15, 
3.16, and 3.17). Some o f the observed flow pattern maps data did not fit well on the Taitel and 
Dukler map, with majority o f the points tightly concentrated between the dimensionless parameter 
“X” range o f 10 and 100. Parameters X, K and T are detailed in Appendix B. W hile Taitel and 
D ukler’s experimental scope was vast, encompassing a wide range o f liquid and gas superficial 
velocities, the equipment in the current study was limited by the oil pump output o f 0.64 to 
13.6GPM (v s l  = 0.03 to 0.74m/s). The pump top speed was a result o f the current draw limit o f the 
motor. This resulted in concentration o f data in the right half o f the flow pattern map. W ater was 
used as the liquid phase in Taitel and D ukler’s study, which allows for a more ungrudging response 
from pumps, as opposed to viscous oil, where considerable current draw and pump speed changes 
are required to vary flow rates. Parameters X and K are highly dependent on liquid viscosity, which 
may explain the incompatibility o f some o f the data gathered from these experiments with Taitel 
and D ukler’s data. Specifically, the dispersed bubbly flow regime, where the gas flow rates are 
extremely low which in turn led to smaller values for parameter F and a subsequent fall in the 
value o f parameter K. This is essentially reflecting the coupled effects o f high viscosity and low 
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Figure 3.14: Flow Pattern Map, Diesel M ix 3
Figure 3.15: Diesel Mix 1 Two-phase data over Taitel and Dukler generalized flow pattern map
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Figure 3.16: Diesel mix 2 Two-phase data over Taitel and Dukler generalized flow pattern map
Figure 3.17: Diesel mix 3 Two-phase data over Taitel and Dukler generalized flow pattern map
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3.4 Liquid Hold-Up
Eighty Liquid hold-up data points were obtained from two-phase flow o f the three oils. Figures 
3.18 and 3.19 show the comparison o f liquid hold-up between the three oils. No significant changes 
were observed in liquid hold-up with changing oil viscosities. These results have also been 
observed by Gokcal (2005) using oil o f viscosities between 180 and 580 cP. Liquid hold-up 
correlations proposed by Beggs and Brill (1973) and Duns and Ros (1963) consisted o f empirical 
coefficients exclusively based on flow patterns and as stated in section 3.2, flow patterns are 
dominated by changes in liquid and gas superficial velocities.
Figure 3.20 shows liquid hold-up data o f all the observed flow regimes on the Y axis against the 
number o f data points for each regime on the X axis. The observed slug flow liquid hold-up was 
tightly knit between 0.5 and 0.6, Elongated Bubbly between 0.6 and 0.7, Stratified W avy and 
Annular between 0.4 and 0.5 and Dispersed Bubbly between 0.72 and 0.9 for all two-phase flow 
tests o f the three oils with air. These are highly specific ranges o f liquid hold-up data based on 
flow pattern. Based on these observations, it may be hypothesized that liquid hold-up for viscous 
oil and gas flow is primarily a function o f liquid and gas superficial velocities only.
0.00 0.10 0.20 0.30 0.40
Vsl (m/s)
0.50 0.60
•  Diesel Mix 1 •Diesel Mix 2 •  Diesel Mix 3
Figure 3.18: Liquid Hold up at vsg = 1.66m/s
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Figure 3.20: Flow Pattern Based Hold-Up
3.5 Differential Pressure
The observed differential pressure gradients for a range o f different superficial oil and gas 
velocities for all the three oils have been plotted in Figures 3.21 through 3.25. The differential
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pressure drop increased with increasing phase superficial velocities and oil viscosities. This trend 
has been noted by Gokcal (2005) for the study o f the two-phase flow o f viscous oil and gas and 
confirms the intuition that increased viscous drag forces will need to be overcome for increasingly 
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Figure 3.22: Differential Pressures, Diesel Mix 1 and 2 at vsl = 0.26 m/s
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Figure 3.25: Differential Pressures, Diesel M ix 1, 2 and 3 at vsg = 3.31 m/s
3.6 M ultiphase Flow with Sand
3.6.1 Two-Phase Oil-Sand Flow
One percent by mass o f 180p,m sand was added to the most viscous oil: Diesel M ix 3, to perform 
two-phase oil and sand tests. This size o f sand was selected because it lies close to the range of 
sand produced in the CHOPS process (60 to 130 p,m) and due to its higher fraction in the source. 
A slower moving bed o f sand at the bottom o f the pipe was observed in the tests with faster moving 
suspended sand particles flowing in the rest o f the pipe volume (Figure 3.26). There were some air 
bubbles entrained in the flow, arising from the mixing action o f the impeller.
Figure 3.26: Oil and Sand Two-Phase Flow
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Figure 3.27: Differential Pressure Gradient, Diesel Mix 3 and Diesel Mix 3 + Sand
A higher pressure drop was observed in the two-phase flow o f oil and sand. Figure 3.27 shows the 
increase in the differential pressure gradient o f the Diesel M ix 3 and sand flow compared to the 
single-phase flow o f Diesel Mix 3.
3.6.2 Three-Phase Oil, Gas, and Sand Flow: Flow Patterns
Three-phase oil, gas, and sand tests were performed at sand concentrations o f 1, 2, and 3% and 68 
data points were gathered. It is important to note here that the above sand concentrations are tank 
concentrations. The actual concentrations in the test section would fall below the tank 
concentrations and the reason why will be discussed in the following sections.
Elongated Bubbly, Slug, Stratified Wavy, and Annular Flow patterns were observed.
3.6.2.1 Elongated Bubbly Flow
The bubbles in the Elongated Bubbly flow lost sharpness at the head with more chaotic tails at the 
back. This effect may be attributed to the disturbances caused by the sand particles in the flow 
(Figures 3.28 and 3.29).
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3.6.2.2 Slug Flow
W ith slug flow dominating the flow pattern map area, this flow regime was o f particular interest 
in the context o f sand particle transport.
Flow Without Sand Flow With Sand
Sharp, Distinct Head Indistinct Ftead
Figure 3.28: Elongated Bubby Flow Head without sand (L) and with sand (R)
Flow Without Sand Flow With Sand
Figure 3.29: Elongated Bubby Flow Tail without sand (L) and with sand (R)
The two-phase slug flow is characterized by turbulent eddies at the front that engulfs oil from the 
pipe walls into the slug body and a tail at the back that leaves behind an oil film. There was a 
noticeable change during three-phase flow in this flow pattern. Sand was transported in two distinct 
motions along the pipe. The particles suspended in the slug body moved at a higher velocity than 
the moving bed o f sand. As the slugs advanced in the pipe, they appeared to sweep the moving 
bed o f the sand. Turbulent eddies in the wake o f the liquid slugs were not as clearly distinguishable
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in slug flow with sand and sand at the tail appeared to strip the liquid film from the walls on the 
pipe (Figures 3.30 and 3.31).
Figure 3.30: Slug Flow head without sand (L) and with sand (R)
Figure 3.31: Slug Flow Tail without sand (L) and with sand (R) 
3.6.2.3 Stratified W avy and Annular Flow
Stratified Wavy Flow was encountered at high oil and gas superficial velocities, with no observable 
change in flow behavior in the presence o f sand with the available photo and videography 
equipment. Annular Flow was observed at higher oil superficial velocities than Stratified Wavy
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flow. The sand particles appeared to be entrained in the liquid film around the inner walls o f the 
pipe with a higher concentration observed at the bottom of the pipe (Figure 3.32).
Annular Flow: Bottom View
Figure 3.32: Annular Flow Top view (L) and Bottom View (R)
3.6.3 Three-Phase Oil, Gas and Sand Flow: Composite Liquid-Solid Hold-Up
Eighteen composite solid- liquid hold-up tests were performed with the three-phase flow o f oil, 
gas and sand with 1, 2 and 3% sand concentrations in the oil tank, which are similar to the sand 
concentrations observed in typical CHOPS wells (Cadrin 2015) and favorable to this experimental 
setup. Comparing with the two-phase liquid hold-up, no significant change was observed in the 
liquid- solid hold-up values even with different sand concentrations in the flow. Table 3.1 contains 
oil and air superficial velocities and composite liquid- solid hold-up for data points 1 through 4 in 
Figure 3.33. Figure 3.33 shows a comparison o f liquid hold-up from Diesel M ix 3 experiments 
and composite liquid- solid hold-up from experiments with different concentrations o f sand.
Table 3.1: Superficial Velocities and Hold-Up observations
Data
Point v s l  (m/s) v s g  (m/s)
Hold-Up
Mix 3 1% 2% 3%
1 0 . 3 5 3 . 3 1 0 . 5 0 . 5 1 0 . 5 1 0 . 5 4
2 0 . 3 5 0 . 8 3 0 . 5 5 0 . 5 7 0 . 5 6 0 . 5 7
3 0 . 3 5 2 . 4 8 0 . 5 3 0 . 5 3 0 . 5 4 0 . 5 4
4 0 . 4 1 2 . 4 8 0 . 5 0 . 5 5 0 . 5 4 0 . 5 5
*Data Point 1: vsl for 2% = 0.34m/s, *Data Point 2: vsl for 3% = 0.36m/s 
*Data Point 3: vsl for 2% = 0.36m/s, *Data Point 4: vsl for 2% and 3% = 0.42m/s
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■ Diesel Mix 3 1% Sand 2% Sand 3% Sand
Figure 3.33: Hold-Up Comparison
The industrial m ixer was not entirely effective in suspending the sand particles in the oil tank, 
hence there was an uncertainty associated with the actual amount o f sand in the test section. A 
decision was made to correlate the input sand concentration and the sand concentration in the test 
section. To achieve this, 9 experiments were performed for the two-phase flow o f oil and sand, 
with input sand concentrations o f 1, 2 and 3% at 3 pump speeds to observe the effect o f changing 
input sand concentrations and increasing pump speeds on the sand cut, and 3 more, to measure 
sand cut from the composite liquid-solid hold-up experiments.
Oil flowing at three different speeds (0.27, 0.37 and 0.42m/s) with 1% sand input concentration 
was trapped in the test section. The test section was drained and the oil and sand were separated 
to be weighed. The collected sand was then washed in toluene was used to dissolve the oil 
sticking to the sand particles. The sand was dried and weighed to understand the relationship 
between the input sand concentrations and test section sand concentrations. Similar experiments 
were performed with 2 and 3% input sand concentrations. Fig 3.34 shows the plot o f the 
measured sand concentrations in the test section with 1, 2 and 3% input tank concentrations and 
changing oil velocities. A near-linear relationship between the oil flowrate and sand 
concentration in the test section was observed.
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F i g u r e  3 . 3 4 :  S a n d  c u t  i n  T e s t  S e c t i o n  v s  O i l  V e l o c i t y
A  s i m i l a r  a p p r o a c h  w a s  f o l l o w e d  t o  m e a s u r e  t h e  s a n d  c u t  i n  t h e  t h r e e - p h a s e  f l o w  o f  o i l ,  g a s  a n d  
s a n d .  T h r e e  d i f f e r e n t  s a n d  i n p u t  c o n c e n t r a t i o n s  o f  1 ,  2  a n d  3 %  u n d e r  i d e n t i c a l  o i l  a n d  a i r  f l o w  
c o n d i t i o n s  w e r e  t r a p p e d  a n d  p h y s i c a l l y  m e a s u r e d  u s i n g  t h e  s a m e  a p p r o a c h  a s  s t a t e d  i n  t h e  p r e v i o u s  
p a r a g r a p h .  T h e r e  w a s  a  l i n e a r  i n c r e a s e  i n  t h e  s a n d  c o n c e n t r a t i o n  i n  t h e  t e s t  s e c t i o n  w i t h  i n c r e a s i n g  
i n p u t  s a n d  c o n c e n t r a t i o n s  i n  t h e  o i l  t a n k ,  d e p i c t e d  i n  F i g u r e  3 . 3 5 .
1 2  3
Input Sand% In Tank
F i g u r e  3 . 3 5 :  S a n d  C u t  i n  C o m p o s i t e  L i q u i d - S o l i d - H o l d - U p  i n  t h e  T e s t  S e c t i o n  v s  I n p u t  S a n d  
C o n c e n t r a t i o n  f o r  v s l  =  0 . 4 4 / 0 . 4 5 m / s  a n d  v s g  =  1 . 6 6 m / s
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3.6.4 Three-Phase Oil, Gas and Sand Flow: Differential Pressures
To observe the effects o f the presence and varying concentrations o f sand in the flow, experiments 
were performed with similar oil and gas superficial velocities at 1, 2, and 3% sand input 
concentrations. This was accomplished by using the industrial tank- mounted mixer and adding 
sand into the oil tank to perform three-phase experiments. Experiments performed from this point 
on would enable us in understanding the effect o f solids in the two-phase oil and gas flow and 
fulfilling the primary objective o f this thesis. Figures 3.36 and 3.37 show effect o f the addition of 
sand on the differential pressure. An increase in pressure drop was observed with tests performed 
with 1% sand concentration as compared to tests done without sand.
Figures 3.38 and 3.39 show the effect o f changing sand concentration in the multiphase flow. 
There was a minute decrease in differential pressure at vsl = 0.31m/s and an increase at vsl =
0.35m/s with increasing sand concentrations.
Figure 3.36 Differential Pressure Gradient Comparison, vsl = 0.31m/s
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Figure 3.37 Differential Pressure Gradient Comparison, vsl = 0.35m/s
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Figure 3.39: Effect o f Sand Concentration on Differential Pressure Gradient, vsl = 0.35m/s
The change in differential pressure with changing sand concentrations is not significant enough to 
be able to confidently comment on the effect o f sand concentrations on the flow. This can primarily 
be attributed to the relatively small changes in sand concentrations in the test section over the range 
o f three-phase flow experiments and secondarily to the intermittent nature o f slug flow that lead 
to data with considerable spread.
3.7 Sources o f Errors
The following points highlight the possible sources o f errors in the experimental setup
1. Using pump curve to determine oil flow rates hence oil superficial velocities
2. Slippage losses in the pump at low oil flow rates
3. M inimum readable air flow rate on the air flow meter was 2cfm. Air flow rates lower than 
2 cfm were approximated from the air flow regulator position.
4. The electrically actuated valves used to trap fluids in the test section for hold-up 
measurement had a closing time o f 10- 12 seconds
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5. The liquid and gas phases mixed at a ‘T’ junction before making three quick 90° turns to 
enter the test section 10 ft away from these sources o f flow disturbances. The bypass line 
commenced at a ‘T ’ junction at the start o f the test section. The test section was about 25ft, 
shorter than conventional large scale flow loops which may not have provided enough 
length for flow development. These design restrictions may have accounted for 
uncertainties related to measuring differential pressure and hold-up.





4.1 M odeling using PIPESIM
PIPESIM  is a steady-state multiphase flow simulator used in the design and analysis of oil and 
gas wells and pipeline systems.
4.1.1 Differential Pressure Prediction
Data acquired from experiments was utilized in PIPESIM  2013 to predict pressure gradients using 
the Beggs and Brill Original (1973) and Tulsa Unified Fluid Flow Model (TUFFP Unified) 
multiphase fluid flow models. A model mimicking the experimental setup was built in PIPESIM 
and is detailed in Appendix C, experimental input variables were used as input into the software 
and the results from the two models were compared against experimental data. Figures 4.1 and 4.2 
show differential pressure gradient predictions o f the two models against 16 experimental data 
points from the two-phase oil and gas flow and 17 data points for the three-phase oil, gas, and sand 
flow. This data was used to test model performances for two and three-phase flow. It was realized 
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Figure 4.2: AP Prediction for Diesel M ix 3, Gas and Sand Data with +/-30% Error Lines
4.1.2 Hold-Up Prediction
Figures 4.3 and 4.4 show the liquid hold-up prediction o f the Beggs and Brill Original and TUFFP 
models for the two-phase oil and gas flow and three-phase oil, gas, and sand flow, respectively. 
The Beggs and Brill model grossly under-predicted hold-up, falling outside the 30% error range. 
This model was based on water and air and the results from this study can be contributed to the 
inapplicability o f this model to predict hold-up in viscous oil flow. The TUFFP model on the other 
hand, which encompasses a large range o f fluid viscosities from a growing data bank at the 
University o f Tulsa that is constantly updated, performed satisfactorily.
Overall, the differential pressure predictions from both models were within close range o f the 
observed data for two and three-phase flow. The Beggs and Brill model over-predicted the pressure 
gradient by an average 6.5% and the TUFFP model over-predicted the pressure gradient by 3.2%.
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The TUFFP model was better at predicting liquid hold-ups for both two-phase oil and gas flow as 
well as the three-phase oil, gas and sand flow. The Beggs and Brill correlation under-predicted 
liquid hold-up for two-phase flow by an average 83% and 74.5% for three-phase flow; however, 
the TUFFP model under-predicted hold-up by 5.1 and 0.3% respectively. The TUFFP unified 
model proved to be more accurate at predicting viscous oil flow behavior than the Beggs and Brill 
model.
Figure 4.3: Liquid Hold-Up prediction for Diesel Mix 3 and Gas data with +/-30% Error Lines
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E x p e r i m e n t a l  H L ( f r a c t i o n )
 45° Line ---+ 3 0 % ---------- 30% •  TUFFP •  Beggs & Brill
Figure 4.4: Liquid Hold-Up prediction for Diesel M ix 3, Gas and Sand Data (+/-30% Error)
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Chapter 5
Slug Flow Analysis and Dimensionless Analysis
5.1 Slug Flow Analysis
Slug flow is the most frequently observed flow pattern in oil and gas wells and pipelines. It was 
also the most commonly observed flow pattern in this study. It seemed fitting to investigate 
specific slug flow characteristics in detail from the data gathered from experiments.
5.1.1 Liquid Hold-Up Prediction in Slug Flow
Two models were used to predict liquid hold-up for the slug flow tests performed using the flow 
loop, Taitel and Barnea (1990) along with a modified version o f the Zhao et al. model (2015). The 
equations from these models focus exclusively on slug flow characteristics. Equations are detailed 
in Appendix A.
Figures 5.1 through 5.4 show slug unit hold up predictions from the two models against observed 
values. The data lies within 15% of the predicted hold-up values. This observation may be 
attributed to a hypothesis that pipe section lengths and the presence or absence “flow development 
regions” (long sections o f undisturbed pipe lengths) may not have an effect on liquid hold-up.
Figure 5.1: Slug Flow Liquid Hold-Up for Diesel Mix 1 with +/- 15% Error Lines
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Figure 5.2: Slug Flow Liquid Hold-Up for Diesel Mix 2 with +/- 15% Error Lines
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Figure 5.4: Slug Flow Composite Liquid- Solid Hold-Up for Three-Phase Flow (+/- 15% Error)
5.1.2 Slug Length Prediction
Slug Lengths were calculated using the Al-safran et al. (2011) equation for slug length for high 
viscosity liquid-gas flow:
( ,--------------------------------  . v 0 .3 2 1D 1 V M f t . - P C ) s M  ( Eq  5 .1}
W here D is the pipe diameter, pl and pg are liquid and gas densities, g is gravitational acceleration 
and p,L is the liquid viscosity, all in S.I units.
Full slug units were filmed using the Casio high speed camera for Diesel Mix 3, sand and gas tests 
with sand concentrations o f 1, 2 and 3% (Figure 5.5). Video enhancements were performed. From 
nine different oil and gas superficial velocities and sand concentration tests, measurement o f  slug 
units revealed an average slug length o f 1.39 ft, which was equal to the slug unit length predicted 





Chapter 1 outlines the efficacy o f using dimensionless groups. It also explains why this approach 
has been favored in multiphase flow studies to develop correlations. Nine independent variables 
influencing pressure gradient were identified for the two-phase flow o f oil and gas and 11 were 
identified for the three-phase flow o f oil, gas, and sand. Based on these variables, 7 and 9 
dimensionless groups were created respectively. Variables, dimensionless groups and correlations 
are mentioned in Appendix B. For computational simplicity, the 7 dimensionless groups created 
for the two-phase flow o f oil and gas were utilized for analysis o f all multiphase flow data.
Figure 5.5: Slug Unit Length M easurement using High Speed Video Camera
Experimental flow parameters for slug flow were used to calculate numerical values o f the 
dimensionless groups for differential pressure analysis and data for all flow patterns was used for 
hold-up analysis. The calculated numerical values o f these groups were normalized and linear 
regressions were performed in R  software. This enabled the identification o f the most significant 
groups responsible for changes in pressure gradient and hold-up, and formulation o f equations 
correlating the dependent and independent groups. Velocity and density ratios, Reynold’s Number 
and the ratio ( ° / v SL nL ) were determined to be the most influential dimensionless groups on the 
pressure gradient, highlighted in Appendix B. This result revealed the dependence o f differential 
pressure drop on the input fluid ratio, and liquid properties.
Similarly, regression analysis on liquid hold-up as the dependent variable determined the velocity 
ratio to be the most significant determining dimensionless group, again highlighting the 
dependence o f liquid hold-up on input fluid ratios and is mentioned in Appendix B. Hold-up data 
from all flow regimes was used in the regressions to have a higher number o f data points.
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As stated earlier, Beggs and Brill (1973) had utilized this approach o f using dimensionless numbers 
to perform regression and ascertain the most influential dimensionless groups on liquid hold-up in 
the two- phase flow o f w ater and air. The dimensionless numbers are defined in Appendix B. Their 
analysis revealed Froude Number (NFr) and the input liquid content (X) to be the most significant 
parameters on liquid hold-up. As a control test, flow data acquired from the current study was 
utilized to calculate the numerical values o f the dimensionless numbers from Beggs and Brill’s 
study. Normalized linear regression was performed with liquid hold- up considered as the 
dependent variable. The input liquid content (X) was determined to be the most significant 
parameter for the data acquired from this study, similar to the Beggs and Brill study. This test 
acknowledged the dependence o f liquid hold-up on flow parameters such as fluid rates and pipe 






Two and three-phase horizontal flow o f  heavy oil, gas and sand were experimentally investigated. 
Experimental data was gathered, analyzed, simulated, and compared with existing correlations and 
models. Slug flow was investigated in detail.
A unique multiphase flow loop facility was designed and constructed at UAF. A progressive cavity 
pump was used to flow viscous oil from a double walled steel tank. Compressed air was injected 
as the gas phase. The facility was sized at 1.5” Schedule 80 PVC plumbing with clear test sections 
for flow pattern visualization and photography. Equipment issues and operational difficulties in 
the setup were identified during initial tests and rectified. Oil and gas flow rates, differential and 
absolute pressures, liquid and composite liquid- solid hold-up, and fluid temperatures were 
measured and flow pattern observations were photographed and filmed.
Forty-nine single phase and 301 multiphase flow data points were gathered from the facility using 
oils o f 150, 196 and 218 cP viscosities. Flow pattern observations, flow pattern map construction 
and comparisons were made for two-phase flow o f oil and air. Sand was added to the multiphase 
flow o f  oil and air in three different concentrations to observe the effects o f  the presence o f  solids 
and their concentration in the flow. Sand cuts were physically measured to identify actual sand 
concentrations in the flow against added sand in the oil tank. Experimental liquid hold-up and 
differential pressures were predicted with existing multiphase flow correlations using PIPESIM, a 
steady-state multiphase flow simulator. Slug flow was studied in detail. Hold-up was predicted 
using two slug flow models and compared with experimental data. Slug unit length was measured 
and predicted using a correlation. The dependence o f differential pressure gradient and hold-up on 
independent variables was quantified by identification and creation o f dimensionless groups for 
two and three-phase flows. Normalized linear regression was performed on the dimensionless 




From the experimental investigation o f the two and three-phase flow o f heavy oil, gas, and sand, 
the following observations and conclusions are drawn:
1. A higher pressure drop is observed with increasing oil viscosities in the single phase oil 
flow and two-phase flow o f oil and gas.
2. Six flow patterns are observed in the two-phase flow o f oil and gas: Dispersed Bubbly 
(DB), Elongated Bubbly (EB) Slug (SL), Stratified Wavy (SW), Annular (AN) and 
Stratified Smooth (SS), all o f which occur at distinct oil and gas superficial velocities.
3. The length o f elongated bubbles in EB flow increases with increasing gas superficial 
velocities while the length o f slugs in SL flow remains unaffected with changing oil and 
gas superficial velocities.
4. Based on the flow pattern maps constructed from this study, flow pattern transitions take 
place at similar oil and gas superficial velocities, indicating independence o f these 
transitions on oil viscosities.
5. A slight increase in differential pressure was noted with increasing oil viscosities. This 
trend cannot be confirmed because o f the minute changes in the magnitude, especially 
between Diesel M ix 2 and 3, where the viscosity difference between them was only o f 20 
cP.
6. Liquid hold-up is independent o f oil viscosity for the range investigated. It was observed 
and is thus hypothesized that liquid hold-up is dependent on flow patterns.
7. Addition o f sand leads to an increase in pressure drop in the three-phase flow o f oil, gas 
and sand, compared to the two-phase flow o f oil and gas. However, increasing 
concentration o f sand did not produce significant changes in pressure drop to affirm a 
conclusive observation. This can be attributed to the relatively small change in the sand 
concentration in the test section with the addition o f more sand, also to the intermittent 
nature o f slug flow to a certain extent.
8. Increasing sand concentrations in the holding tank linearly manifested themselves as 
increasing concentrations in the test section.
9. A moving bed o f sand can be expected at the bottom of the pipe over the range o f oil and 
gas superficial velocities o f 0.25 to 0.41 m/s and 0.5 to 10 m/s respectively
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10. Presence o f sand in slug flow alters the slug body by distorting eddies on the slug front and 
the liquid film deposition process at the back. Bubbles in Elongated Bubbly flow lose their 
sharpness in presence o f  sand.
11. Flow modelling o f two and three-phase flow using the Beggs and Brill and TUFFP models 
in PIPESIM  multiphase flow simulator to predict pressure drop and hold-up produced 
results within 30 and 15% of the observed data respectively.
12. Liquid hold-up in slug flow using Taitel and Barnea (1990) and Zhao et al. (2015) Slug 
flow correlations produced results within 15% of the measured hold-up values.
13. Length o f a slug unit was accurately predicted by the Al-safran et al. (2011) correlation 
against measured lengths.
14. Linear regression o f dimensionless variables using experimental data suggests that 
differential pressure gradient and hold-up are significantly dependent on the input liquid 
and gas ratios groups, the velocity ratio and the input liquid content.
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NOM ENCLATURE
vSL: Superficial Liquid Velocity, m/s 
vSG: Superficial Gas Velocity, m/s
: Differential Pressure Gradient, Pa/m and psi/ft 
Hl : Liquid Hold-Up and Composite Liquid-Solid Hold-Up 
LS: Slug Unit Length, ft
p : Density: Subscript L, G and S: Liquid, Gas and Sand, kg/m3 
p: Viscosity: Subscript L, G and S: Liquid, Gas and Sand, Pa-s and cP 
a: Surface Tension, N/m and dyne/cm
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Appendix A
Single phase oil differential pressure calculations
Using basic fluid flow equations: Darcy- W eisbach equation
AP /  - f o P V 2/
/ L  — ' 2 D
W here f D is the Darcy friction factor. All data for single phase fluid flow in this study was 
laminar, and f D is a function o f Reynolds’ Number for laminar flow, given by
f °  =  1 6 /NRe
Using Bingham Plastic Model equations
dP  /  _  p v  / A - Xy/
/ dL — 1 1500 D 2 + >225 D
Slug Flow Hold-Up Equations (Zhao et al., 2015)
HLs — 0.85 -  0 .0 1 7 5 p  + 0.057 j y 2 + 2 2 7
p  — NFr N0 -2 -  0.89
M — /  Ipi I
N”  — / ( g d ) ° - 5 ^  K p L - p G)
aj — VmpL /
Nn — / ( g d ) 2( pL - p G)
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Dimensionless Groups from Taitel Dukler (1976) Model:
4Cl ,pLvSLd^ -n  PlVsl I 
%2 _  d ( ) 2 /
4C^ P G vSG^ -m  pG^ Sc 
'  d ( pG ) 2
m = n = 1 f o r  laminar f lo w
p  _  lpG / "" v sG
Appendix B
3 /
/ ( Pl- P g) d g c o s d
K 2 _  F 2 P lV s id / [lL
Dimensionless Analysis for this study:
Based on content from the course “M ultiphase Fluid Flow in Pipes” by Dr. Awoleke at UAF, the 
following procedure was followed to perform dimensionless analysis:
Step I
Identification o f independent variables for Differential Pressure Gradient prediction: The 
following variables were identified to be influential on the differential pressure gradient for two, 
and three-phase flow: Nine for two-phase and 10 for three-phase flow, with the differential 
pressure gradient term being the dependent variable.
Two-Phase oil and gas flow Three-phase oil, gas and sand flow
a: Superficial liquid velocity ( v SL) a: Superficial liquid velocity ( v SL)
b: Superficial gas velocity ( v SG) b: Superficial gas velocity( v SG)
c: Oil density (pL) c: Superficial sand velocity ( v SS)
d: Gas density (p G) (pg) d: Oil density (pL)
e: Oil viscosity ( ^ l ) (^ l) e: Gas density (p g )
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f: Gas viscosity ( ^ g) f: Sand density (pS)
g: Oil- gas surface tension (o) g: Oil viscosity ( ^ l )
h: Pipe diameter (D) h: Gas viscosity ( ^ g )
i: Gravitational acceleration (g) i: Oil- gas surface tension (o)
- j: Gravitational acceleration (g)
Note: The following steps highlight the procedure for the two-phase dimensionless analysis 
Step II
The units o f  all variables were identified and grouped into three equations based on the 
fundamental quantities o f Mass, Length and Time [MLT] components. For example, superficial 
gas velocity (a : v SL) would have the fundamental units [M0L1T - 1 ]a
Step III
Once these variables were defined into their [MLT] components, the individual M, L and T 
components o f  each variable were grouped together to form the following 3 equations. In those 3 
equations, we have 10 unknowns: Nine variables defined in Step I and the differential pressure 
gradient being the tenth.
M _ c  + d + e +  f  + g  + j  
L _  a + b — 3c  — 3d  — e — f  + h  + i — 2j
T  _  —a — b — e — f  — 2 g  — 2i — 2 j
Step IV
The equations were used in their matrix forms and converted to row echelon matrices. The rank 
o f the resulting matrix was 7, meaning we can expect 7 dimensionless groups. Converting the 
matrix back to equations, we get:
a + b + g  — h  + 3i + 3j _ 0
c + d  — h  + i + 2 j  _  0
6 + f  + g  + h  — i — j  _  0 
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Step V:
Formulate the first dimensionless group n 1, by assuming b — 1, giving a —
- 1 ,  a n d  th e  r e s t  o f  th e  v a r ia b le s  — 0. Hence the first dimensionless group would be n 1 —
VSG /
' VSL
Similarly, set c though j = 1 to get the rest o f the 6 dimensionless groups:
Dimensionless Groups
- i  — VSG/ vsl 
f t2 — P% L 
f t3 — 9G/9l 
ft4 — G/VSL 9l
fts — ^  V  
ft6 — gPL/pLv SL
( — )_  ( d L ) PlH 7 — /  27 /  Pl V^l
Following the same the procedure to obtain dimensionless groups for the three-phase flow o f oil, 
gas and sand:
f t \  — Vsgu l
f t '2 — SS/VSL
f t 3 — PG / |PL
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U'4 _  PS/pL
-jj.' — Vg /5 / \iL
W' 6 _  0 / vSL Vl
w / _  vSLDpL /~ ■ / Vl
— gV-L I u 8 _  /  3
8 / Pl v SL
W
Pl 2vSl
Linear Regression Result with n 7 dependent variable
c a l l :
lm (fo rm ula  = P i7 ~ P i l  + Pi2 + P i3 + Pi4 + Pi 5 + P i6 , d a ta  = r e g re s s _ d a ta )  
R e s id u a ls :
Min IQ Median 3Q Max
-0 .170934  -0 .015603  0.001053 0.015987 0.192295
C o e f f ic ie n t s :  (1 no t d e f in e d  because o f s i n g u l a r i t i e s )







( i n t e r c e p t )  -0 .01639 0.02183 -0 .7 5 1
P i l  0 .10437 0.02568 4.064
Pi 2 -0 .07079 0.01438 -4 .9 2 3
Pi 3 NA NA NA
Pi4 1 .27370 0.28649 4 .446
Pi 5 0 .26181 0.02791 9. 382
Pi 6 -0 .22137 0. 29545 -0 .7 4 9
s ig n i f .  codes: 0 '* * * ’ 0 .001  '** ’ 0 .01 * ’ 0 .05 0. 1
R esidual s ta n d a rd  e r r o r :  0 .04036 on 60 d eg rees  o f freedom  
M u ltip le  R -squared : 0 .9 8 3 7 , A d ju sted  R -squared : 0 .9823
F - s t a t i s t i c :  722 .5  on 5 and 60 DF, p -v a lu e : < 2 .2 e -1 6
n 7 — 0 .1 0 4 n x — 0 .0 7 1 n 2 + 1 .2 7 n 4 + 0 .2 6 2 n 5 — 0 .2 2 1 n 6 
Normalized Linear Regression Results
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The significance o f above equation is that the value o f m,  that houses the differential pressure 
gradient term, can be calculated by using experimental data o f the independent variable. This 
equation was developed using slug flow data from the two and three-phase flow experiments. 66 
data points were used to develop the equation with an adjusted R-squared value o f 0.9861.
Independent variables for Liquid Hold-Up
a: Superficial liquid velocity (v SL)
b: Superficial gas velocity ( v SG)
c: Oil density (pL)
d: Gas density (p G) (pg)
e: Oil viscosity ( pL) (^ l)
f: Gas viscosity ( p G)
g: Oil- gas surface tension (o)
h: Pipe diameter (D)
i: Gravitational acceleration (g)
Dimensionless Groups:
f t i  — VSS/ v s L 
ft2 — 9 C/Pl 
f t3 — 9V\XL
ft4 — / VSL pL
Pl
ft — vs ld Pl /f t5 — /
ft — gpL I
6 — / P lVSL
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Normalized Linear Regression Results with m  = HL dependent variable:
c o e f f i c i e n t s :  (1 no t d e f in e d  because o f s i n g u l a r i t i e s )
E s tim a te  s td . , E rro r t  v a lu e P r ( > | t | )
( I n te r c e p t ) -0 .2732 0.2806 -0 .9 7 4 0.336889
P i l -0 .4974 0.1305 -3 .8 1 1 0.000538 ***
Pi 2 -0 .1 2 4 8 0.1848 -0 .6 7 6 0.503776
Pi 3 NA NA NA NA
Pi4 2.8829 2.8113 1.025 0.312187
Pi 5 0 .9329 0.8691 1.073 0.290439
Pi 6 -1 .7661 2.0301 -0 .8 7 0 0.390261
s i g n i f .  codes: 0 '* * * ’ 0 .001  '* * ’ 0 .0 1  0 .0 5  0 .1  * ’ 1
R esidual s ta n d a rd  e r r o r :  0 .3016 on 35 d eg rees  o f freedom  
M u ltip le  R -squared : 0 .5 1 9 7 , A d ju sted  R -squared : 0.4511
F - s t a t i s t i c :  7 .574  on 5 and 35 DF, p -v a lu e : 6 . 581e-05
TC7 = -0.497n1 - 0.125^2 + 2.88n4 + 0.933n5 - 1.77n6 
Normalized Linear Regression Results
Similar to linear regression performed to correlate the differential pressure gradient with the 
independent variables, the hold-up is correlated to the independent variables yielding the 
following equation. The low adjusted R-squared value o f 0.45 is a result o f the inclusion o f hold­
up data o f all flow regimes as opposed to only slug flow data. This was done in order to have a 
large number o f data points (42) to develop the correlation.
Dimensionless Groups used by Beggs and 
Brill (1973)
Liquid Velocity N um ber NLV 
Gas Velocity Number: N GV 
Pipe Diameter Number: ND
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Reynolds’ Number: NRe 
Froude Number: NFr 
Pressure ratio: ^ / p a
Gas Liquid Ratio: ^ g/ q L 




Pipe Length 24.375ft, Horizontal
Pipe Diameter 1.5"




Liquid flowrate, gas flowrate, GOR and Inlet Pressure data was used from experiments in the 
simulations.
Experimental Data
D i e s e l  M i x  1
VSL
( m / s )
V s g
( m / s )
(d- / dl)
( p s i / f t )
(d- / dl)
( P a / m )
0 . 0 7 0 . 2 1 0 . 0 0 8 1 9 0
0 . 0 7 0 . 4 1 0 . 0 1 0 2 3 7
0 . 0 7 1 . 0 4 0 . 0 1 2 2 7 8
0 . 0 7 2 . 0 7 0 . 0 1 5 3 2 9
0 . 0 7 3 . 5 2 0 . 0 3 3 7 4 2
0 . 0 7 4 . 5 6 0 . 0 2 5 5 5 7
0 . 0 7 5 . 1 8 0 . 0 2 3 5 1 0
0 . 0 7 6 . 2 1 0 . 0 1 7 3 8 5
0 . 0 7 7 . 8 7 0 . 0 2 1 4 8 3
0 . 0 7 9 . 1 1 0 . 0 2 7 6 2 2
0 . 0 7 1 0 . 3 5 0 . 0 3 4 7 7 0
0 . 0 9 0 . 2 1 0 . 0 1 1 2 5 5
0 . 0 9 0 . 3 1 0 . 0 1 4 3 2 5
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0 . 0 9 0 . 8 3 0 . 0 1 4 3 2 0
0 . 0 9 2 . 0 7 0 . 0 1 6 3 6 7
0 . 0 9 2 . 9 0 0 . 0 2 2 5 0 1
0 . 0 9 4 . 1 4 0 . 0 1 5 3 4 3
0 . 0 8 4 . 9 7 0 . 0 3 0 6 8 7
0 . 0 8 5 . 8 0 0 . 0 1 9 4 2 7
0 . 0 8 6 . 6 3 0 . 0 2 2 4 8 7
0 . 0 8 7 . 4 5 0 . 0 2 5 5 5 7
0 . 0 8 8 . 2 8 0 . 0 2 7 6 0 3
0 . 0 8 9 . 3 2 0 . 0 3 2 7 2 4
0 . 1 1 0 . 2 1 0 . 0 1 5 3 3 1
0 . 1 1 0 . 8 3 0 . 0 1 8 3 9 9
0 . 1 1 3 . 3 1 0 . 0 2 3 5 1 0
0 . 1 1 5 . 3 8 0 . 0 2 5 5 5 7
0 . 1 0 9 . 9 4 0 . 0 4 2 9 4 0
0 . 1 8 0 . 2 1 0 . 0 2 2 4 9 6
0 . 1 8 1 . 2 4 0 . 0 3 0 6 7 6
0 . 1 8 2 . 9 0 0 . 0 3 3 7 5 0
0 . 1 8 3 . 7 3 0 . 0 4 1 9 2 0
0 . 1 8 5 . 3 8 0 . 0 4 9 1 1 0 5
0 . 1 7 6 . 8 3 0 . 0 5 2 1 1 7 3
0 . 1 7 7 . 6 6 0 . 0 5 1 1 1 4 6
0 . 1 7 9 . 9 4 0 . 0 5 7 1 2 9 7
0 . 2 7 0 . 2 1 0 . 0 3 3 7 4 7
0 . 2 7 0 . 4 1 0 . 0 3 5 7 8 5
0 . 2 7 1 . 4 5 0 . 0 4 3 9 7 0
0 . 2 7 2 . 8 9 0 . 0 5 5 1 2 5 3
0 . 2 6 3 . 5 1 0 . 0 5 9 1 3 4 6
0 . 2 6 4 . 1 3 0 . 0 6 8 1 5 3 1
0 . 2 6 4 . 5 5 0 . 0 6 4 1 4 3 8
0 . 2 6 4 . 9 6 0 . 0 7 4 1 6 7 0
0 . 2 6 5 . 7 9 0 . 0 8 4 1 9 0 2
0 . 2 6 7 . 8 5 0 . 0 9 0 2 0 4 2
0 . 5 7 0 . 2 1 0 . 0 7 1 1 5 9 7
0 . 5 7 0 . 3 1 0 . 0 7 1 1 6 0 8
0 . 5 7 0 . 4 1 0 . 0 7 3 1 6 5 0
0 . 5 7 1 . 0 4 0 . 1 3 7 3 0 9 2
0 . 5 7 2 . 4 8 0 . 0 8 7 1 9 7 4
0 . 5 4 3 . 5 2 0 . 0 7 8 1 7 6 7
0 . 5 4 4 . 9 7 0 . 1 1 8 2 6 7 5
0 . 6 4 0 . 1 0 0 . 0 7 9 1 7 7 7
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0 . 6 4 0 . 2 1 0 . 0 7 9 1 7 8 3
0 . 6 4 0 . 3 1 0 . 0 8 0 1 8 0 1
0 . 6 4 0 . 4 1 0 . 0 8 7 1 9 6 9
0 . 6 4 2 . 0 7 0 . 0 9 4 2 1 1 6
0 . 6 4 3 . 3 1 0 . 1 1 6 2 6 2 2
0 . 7 4 0 . 0 6 0 . 0 9 0 2 0 4 3
0 . 7 4 0 . 1 0 0 . 0 9 6 2 1 6 7
0 . 7 4 0 . 2 1 0 . 1 0 0 2 2 5 2
0 . 7 4 0 . 4 1 0 . 1 0 5 2 3 8 6
0 . 7 4 1 . 6 6 0 . 1 1 7 2 6 3 8
0 . 7 3 3 . 1 1 0 . 1 3 4 3 0 2 0
0 . 3 4 8 . 9 0 0 . 1 2 3 2 7 8 4
0 . 3 5 8 . 9 0 0 . 1 2 7 2 8 7 7
0 . 5 2 8 . 9 0 0 . 1 8 5 4 1 7 6
VSL
( m / s )
V s g
( m / s )
F l o w
R e g i m e
( % )
( p s i / f t )
( % )
( P a / m )
H l
0 . 0 4 3 . 7 3 S W 0 . 0 0 7 1 6 7 0 . 4 6
0 . 0 4 3 . 7 3 S W 0 . 0 0 9 2 1 3 0 . 4 6
0 . 0 6 4 . 5 6 S W 0 . 0 1 2 2 7 8 0 . 4 4
0 . 0 6 4 . 5 6 S W 0 . 0 1 2 2 6 9 0 . 4 4
0 . 4 9 2 . 9 0 S L 0 . 1 0 7 2 4 1 3 0 . 5 4
0 . 4 9 3 . 3 1 S L 0 . 1 1 3 2 5 5 2 0 . 5 3
0 . 5 0 2 . 4 8 S L 0 . 0 9 4 2 1 3 4 0 . 5 6
0 . 5 1 1 . 6 6 S L / E B 0 . 0 9 2 2 0 8 8 0 . 5 6
0 . 5 1 0 . 7 2 E B 0 . 0 7 0 1 5 7 8 0 . 6 3
0 . 4 9 0 . 5 2 E B 0 . 0 7 3 1 6 5 2 0 . 6 3
0 . 4 9 1 . 6 6 S L 0 . 0 8 6 1 9 4 9 0 . 5 6
0 . 4 9 2 . 4 8 S L 0 . 1 0 7 2 4 1 3 0 . 5 6
0 . 4 9 2 . 9 0 S L 0 . 1 1 3 2 5 5 2 0 . 5 5
0 . 4 6 0 . 6 2 E B 0 . 0 6 9 1 5 5 9 0 . 6 9
0 . 4 6 1 . 6 6 S L 0 . 0 8 6 1 9 4 9 0 . 5 6
0 . 4 5 0 . 6 6 E B 0 . 0 6 6 1 4 8 5 0 . 6 7
0 . 4 5 1 . 6 6 S L 0 . 0 7 4 1 6 7 0 0 . 5 5
0 . 4 3 0 . 6 2 E B 0 . 0 6 3 1 4 2 9 0 . 6 7
0 . 4 1 0 . 6 6 E B 0 . 0 5 7 1 2 9 9 0 . 6 5
0 . 4 0 0 . 6 6 E B 0 . 0 5 3 1 2 0 6 0 . 6 7
0 . 4 6 2 . 4 8 S L 0 . 0 9 8 2 2 2 7 0 . 5 5
0 . 4 6 2 . 9 0 S L 0 . 1 0 3 2 3 2 0 0 . 5 5
0 . 4 7 3 . 3 1 S L 0 . 1 1 5 2 5 9 8 0 . 5 3
0 . 4 5 2 . 4 8 S L 0 . 0 8 6 1 9 4 9 0 . 5 5
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0 . 2 4 8 . 7 0 A N 0 . 0 7 4 1 6 7 0 0 . 4 0
0 . 2 6 7 . 4 5 A N 0 . 0 9 6 2 1 8 1 0 . 4 3
0 . 2 8 5 . 3 8 S W / A N 0 . 0 7 8 1 7 6 3 0 . 4 5
0 . 6 6 0 . 0 4 D B 0 . 0 8 6 1 9 4 9 0 . 8 9
0 . 6 8 0 . 0 4 D B 0 . 0 9 2 2 0 8 8 0 . 8 3
0 . 7 0 0 . 0 4 D B 0 . 0 9 4 2 1 3 4 0 . 7 8
0 . 7 1 0 . 0 4 D B 0 . 0 9 4 2 1 3 4 0 . 9 0
0 . 3 5 9 . 7 3 A N 0 . 1 3 9 3 1 5 5
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D i e s e l  M i x  2
v s l
( m / s )
v S G
( m / s )
F l o w
R e g i m e ( d p / d L ) ( p s i / f t )
(dp/d i)(PaJm)
0 . 3 1 0 . 8 3 E B 0 . 0 7 3 1 6 5 2
0 . 3 1 1 . 6 6 S L 0 . 0 8 4 1 9 0 2
0 . 3 0 3 . 3 1 S L 0 . 1 0 5 2 3 6 6
0 . 3 0 5 . 3 8 S L / S W 0 . 1 1 7 2 6 4 5
0 . 3 0 6 . 6 3 S W 0 . 1 1 3 2 5 5 2
0 . 3 0 8 . 2 8 S W 0 . 1 1 9 2 6 9 1
0 . 3 0 9 . 5 3 S W 0 . 1 2 8 2 8 8 6
0 . 2 1 0 . 4 1 E B 0 . 0 4 4 9 9 3
0 . 2 0 1 . 2 4 E B / S L 0 . 0 5 1 1 1 4 6
0 . 2 0 1 . 6 6 S L 0 . 0 5 5 1 2 3 4
0 . 2 0 2 . 9 0 S L 0 . 0 6 2 1 3 9 2
0 . 2 0 3 . 7 3 S L / S W 0 . 0 7 1 1 5 9 6
0 . 2 0 5 . 8 0 S W 0 . 0 6 9 1 5 5 9
0 . 2 0 7 . 8 7 S W 0 . 0 8 6 1 9 4 9
0 . 4 1 0 . 3 3 E B 0 . 0 7 7 1 7 3 5
0 . 4 1 1 . 0 4 E B / S L 0 . 0 9 0 2 0 4 2
0 . 4 0 3 . 3 1 S L 0 . 1 2 3 2 7 8 4
0 . 4 0 7 . 0 4 A N 0 . 1 5 0 3 3 8 7
0 . 4 1 4 . 1 4 S L / A N 0 . 1 3 9 3 1 5 5
0 . 4 1 4 . 9 7 A N 0 . 1 4 2 3 2 0 2
0 . 4 2 1 . 6 6 S L 0 . 0 9 8 2 2 2 7
0 . 4 3 1 . 6 6 S L 0 . 1 1 1 2 5 0 6
0 . 4 4 1 . 6 6 S L 0 . 1 1 7 2 6 4 5
0 . 4 5 1 . 6 6 S L 0 . 1 1 9 2 6 9 1
0 . 4 7 1 . 6 6 S L 0 . 1 1 5 2 5 9 8
0 . 4 7 2 . 4 8 S L 0 . 1 3 1 2 9 7 0
0 . 4 9 2 . 0 7 S L 0 . 1 2 3 2 7 8 4
0 . 4 9 4 . 9 7 S W ? 0 . 1 6 2 3 6 6 6
0 . 4 8 9 . 9 4 A N 0 . 1 9 5 4 4 0 8
0 . 0 8 1 . 2 4 S L 0 . 0 1 9 4 3 6
0 . 0 8 2 . 0 7 S L 0 . 0 2 5 5 5 7
0 . 0 8 3 . 7 3 S L / S W 0 . 0 2 3 5 2 0
0 . 0 8 4 . 9 7 S W 0 . 0 2 5 5 5 7
0 . 0 8 6 . 2 1 S W 0 . 0 3 0 6 8 7
0 . 0 7 8 . 2 8 S W 0 . 0 4 0 9 0 8
0 . 2 6 3 . 7 3 S L / S W 0 . 0 8 0 1 8 1 0
0 . 2 6 4 . 9 7 S L / S W ? 0 . 0 8 2 1 8 5 6
0 . 2 6 5 . 8 0 S W 0 . 1 0 1 2 2 7 4
0 . 2 6 6 . 6 3 S W 0 . 1 0 1 2 2 7 4
0 . 2 6 7 . 8 7 S W 0 . 0 9 6 2 1 8 1
0 . 4 9 1 . 2 4 S L 0 . 1 0 3 2 3 2 0
0 . 4 9 2 . 0 7 S L 0 . 1 1 2 2 5 4 3
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0 . 4 9 2 . 9 0 S L 0 . 1 3 3 3 0 1 6
0 . 4 9 3 . 7 3 S L 0 . 1 7 4 3 9 4 4
0 . 4 9 4 . 9 7 S L / A N 0 . 1 8 5 4 1 7 6
0 . 4 9 6 . 2 1 A N 0 . 1 8 5 4 1 7 6
0 . 4 9 7 . 6 6 A N 0 . 1 8 0 4 0 7 4
VSL
( m / s )
v s g
( m / s )
F l o w
R e g i m e
( % )
( p s i / f t )
( % )
( P a / m )
H l
0 . 5 3 0 . 5 0 E B 0 . 1 0 0 2 2 6 4 0 . 6 5
0 . 5 3 1 . 6 6 S L 0 . 1 1 3 2 5 5 2 0 . 5 5
0 . 5 2 3 . 3 1 S L 0 . 1 4 4 3 2 4 8 0 . 5 4
0 . 4 9 1 . 6 6 S L 0 . 1 0 7 2 4 1 3 0 . 5 6
0 . 4 8 1 . 6 6 S L 0 . 1 0 3 2 3 2 0 0 . 5 5
0 . 4 6 1 . 6 6 S L 0 . 0 9 8 2 2 2 7 0 . 5 4
0 . 4 5 1 . 6 6 S L 0 . 0 9 6 2 1 8 1 0 . 5 3
0 . 4 3 1 . 6 6 S L 0 . 0 9 0 2 0 4 2 0 . 5 3
0 . 4 0 1 . 6 6 S L 0 . 0 8 4 1 9 0 2 0 . 5 2
0 . 3 6 1 . 6 6 S L 0 . 0 7 8 1 7 6 3 0 . 5 1
0 . 2 6 5 . 3 8 A N / S W 0 . 0 9 2 2 0 8 8 0 . 4 6
0 . 2 9 5 . 3 8 A N / S W 0 . 1 1 3 2 5 5 2 0 . 4 7
0 . 3 0 6 . 8 3 S W 0 . 1 2 7 2 8 7 7 0 . 4 1
0 . 0 8 0 . 3 1 E B 0 . 0 1 9 4 3 6 0 . 9 2
0 . 0 8 0 . 1 0 S S 0 . 0 2 1 4 6 4 0 . 5 3
0 . 2 5 0 . 8 3 E B 0 . 0 6 2 1 3 9 2 0 . 5 6
0 . 2 5 3 . 3 1 S L 0 . 0 7 8 1 7 6 3 0 . 5 0
0 . 2 5 4 . 5 6 S L / S W 0 . 0 9 6 2 1 8 1 0 . 4 7
0 . 2 4 7 . 4 5 ? 0 . 1 0 2 2 3 0 2 0 . 4 2
0 . 2 4 9 . 1 1 ? 0 . 1 1 9 2 6 8 2 0 . 4 0
0 . 4 3 8 . 2 8 A N / S W 0 . 1 4 4 3 2 4 8 0 . 4 4
0 . 4 4 3 . 3 1 S L 0 . 1 3 9 3 1 5 5 0 . 5 3
0 . 4 6 0 . 0 4 D B / E B / S L 0 . 0 9 0 2 0 4 2 0 . 7 6
0 . 4 6 0 . 0 4 D B 0 . 0 8 9 2 0 0 5 0 . 8 9
0 . 4 3 9 . 1 1 0 . 1 8 1 4 0 8 3 0 . 4 5
D i e s e l  M i x  3
V s l
( m / s )
V s g
( m / s )
F l o w
R e g i m e
( % )
( p s i / f t )
( % )
( P a / m )
0 . 2 1 1 . 2 4 S L 0 . 0 5 7 1 2 8 1
0 . 2 1 1 . 6 6 S L 0 . 0 6 1 1 3 7 3
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0 . 2 0 2 . 9 0 S L / S W 0 . 0 6 1 1 3 8 3
0 . 2 0 3 . 7 3 S L / S W 0 . 0 7 0 1 5 7 8
0 . 2 0 5 . 8 0 S W 0 . 0 7 4 1 6 7 0
0 . 2 0 8 . 2 8 S W 0 . 0 9 1 2 0 6 9
0 . 3 1 0 . 8 3 E B 0 . 0 7 6 1 7 2 6
0 . 3 1 1 . 6 6 S L 0 . 0 8 7 1 9 5 8
0 . 3 1 3 . 3 1 S L 0 . 1 0 1 2 2 7 4
0 . 3 0 4 . 9 7 S L / S W 0 . 1 0 9 2 4 5 9
0 . 3 0 6 . 6 3 S W 0 . 1 1 3 2 5 5 2
0 . 3 0 8 . 2 8 S W 0 . 1 1 9 2 6 9 1
0 . 3 0 9 . 5 3 S W / A N 0 . 1 3 8 3 1 2 7
0 . 2 6 0 . 8 3 S L 0 . 0 7 0 1 5 7 8
0 . 2 5 1 . 2 4 S L 0 . 0 7 1 1 6 1 5
0 . 2 5 3 . 3 1 S L 0 . 0 8 6 1 9 4 9
0 . 2 5 4 . 5 6 S W 0 . 0 8 7 1 9 6 7
0 . 2 4 7 . 4 5 S W 0 . 1 0 3 2 3 2 0
0 . 2 4 9 . 1 1 S W / A N 0 . 1 1 9 2 6 9 1
0 . 3 5 1 . 6 6 S L 0 . 0 9 4 2 1 3 4
0 . 3 5 2 . 0 7 S L 0 . 0 9 8 2 2 2 7
0 . 3 5 2 . 6 9 S L 0 . 1 0 9 2 4 5 9
0 . 3 4 3 . 3 1 S L - S W 0 . 1 0 9 2 4 5 9
0 . 3 8 1 . 8 6 S L 0 . 1 0 7 2 4 1 3
0 . 3 8 2 . 4 8 S L 0 . 1 1 7 2 6 4 5
0 . 3 8 3 . 5 2 S L / S W 0 . 1 2 3 2 7 8 4
0 . 4 2 1 . 6 6 S L 0 . 1 1 9 2 6 9 1
0 . 4 2 2 . 4 8 S L 0 . 1 2 9 2 9 2 3
0 . 4 1 3 . 7 3 S L / S W 0 . 1 3 7 3 1 0 9
0 . 4 5 3 . 9 3 S L / S W 0 . 1 5 2 3 4 3 4
0 . 4 5 1 . 8 6 S L 0 . 1 2 1 2 7 3 8
0 . 4 6 1 . 2 4 E B / S L 0 . 1 1 3 2 5 5 2
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VSL
( m / s )
V s g
( m / s )
F l o w
R e g i m e
( p s i / f t ) ( P a / m )
H l
0 . 4 4 1 . 6 6 S L 0 . 1 1 7 2 6 4 5 0 . 5 6
0 . 4 2 1 . 6 6 S L 0 . 1 1 4 2 5 8 0 0 . 5 3
0 . 3 9 1 . 6 6 S L 0 . 0 9 7 2 2 0 4 0 . 5 4
0 . 3 5 1 . 6 6 S L 0 . 0 9 0 2 0 4 2 0 . 5 3
0 . 3 5 0 . 8 3 E B / S L 0 . 0 8 4 1 9 0 2 0 . 5 5
0 . 4 2 0 . 8 3 E B - S L 0 . 0 9 6 2 1 8 1 0 . 5 5
0 . 4 1 2 . 4 8 S L 0 . 1 1 0 2 4 8 2 0 . 5 0
0 . 4 1 3 . 3 1 S L / S W 0 . 1 2 9 2 9 2 3 0 . 5 2
0 . 4 1 4 . 1 4 S L / S W 0 . 1 3 5 3 0 6 2 0 . 5 1
0 . 4 1 5 . 8 0 S W 0 . 1 5 6 3 5 2 6 0 . 4 9
0 . 3 5 3 . 3 1 S L / S W 0 . 1 0 5 2 3 6 6 0 . 5 0
0 . 3 5 2 . 4 8 S L 0 . 0 9 6 2 1 8 1 0 . 5 3
0 . 3 4 4 . 5 6 S L / S W 0 . 1 2 1 2 7 3 8 0 . 4 9
0 . 3 4 5 . 8 0 S W 0 . 1 1 3 2 5 5 2 0 . 4 7
0 . 3 4 8 . 2 8 S W 0 . 1 3 7 3 1 0 9 0 . 4 3
0 . 2 7 0 . 4 1 E B 0 . 0 5 2 1 1 6 9 0 . 5 9
0 . 2 7 1 . 2 4 E B / S L 0 . 0 5 9 1 3 2 7
D i e s e l  M i x  3  +  S a n d
v s l
( m / s )
V s g
( m / s )
F l o w  R e g i m e ( % )
( p s i / f t )
( % )
( P a / m )
1 %  S a n d
0 . 4 5 1 . 2 4 E B / S L 0 . 1 1 7 2 6 4 5
0 . 4 6 0 . 4 1 E B 0 . 1 0 0 2 2 6 4
0 . 4 5 1 . 8 6 S L 0 . 1 2 5 2 8 3 0
0 . 4 5 2 . 4 8 S L 0 . 1 3 5 3 0 6 2
0 . 4 5 3 . 3 1 S L 0 . 1 3 7 3 1 0 9
0 . 4 5 0 . 4 1 S L / S W 0 . 1 5 3 3 4 5 2
0 . 4 4 6 . 6 3 S W 0 . 1 8 7 4 2 2 3
0 . 4 4 7 . 4 5 S W 0 . 1 7 8 4 0 3 7
0 . 4 4 9 . 1 1 A N 0 . 1 6 8 3 8 0 5
0 . 4 4 1 0 . 3 5 A N 0 . 1 7 8 4 0 3 7
0 . 4 5 5 . 8 0 S W 0 . 1 4 6 3 2 9 4
0 . 3 0 0 . 8 3 S L 0 . 0 8 8 1 9 8 6
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0 . 3 1 1 . 6 6 S L 0 . 0 9 8 2 2 2 7
0 . 3 1 3 . 3 1 S L / S W 0 . 1 1 5 2 5 9 8
0 . 3 1 4 . 9 7 S W 0 . 1 1 5 2 5 9 8
0 . 3 1 6 . 6 3 S W 0 . 1 2 3 2 7 8 4
0 . 3 0 8 . 2 8 S W / A N 0 . 1 3 5 3 0 6 2
0 . 3 0 9 . 5 3 A N / S W 0 . 1 5 0 3 3 8 7
0 . 3 5 1 . 6 6 S L 0 . 1 0 5 2 3 6 6
0 . 3 5 2 . 0 7 S L 0 . 1 0 9 2 4 5 9
0 . 3 4 3 . 3 1 S L / S W 0 . 1 2 1 2 7 3 8
0 . 3 4 4 . 5 6 S W 0 . 1 3 1 2 9 7 0
0 . 3 4 6 . 6 3 S W / A N 0 . 1 3 5 3 0 6 2
0 . 3 4 7 . 4 5 A N 0 . 1 3 3 3 0 1 6
0 . 3 3 9 . 3 2 A N 0 . 1 5 4 3 4 8 0
0 . 2 5 1 . 2 4 S L / E B 0 . 0 6 9 1 5 5 9
0 . 2 5 3 . 3 1 S L 0 . 0 7 8 1 7 6 3
0 . 2 5 5 . 3 8 S W 0 . 0 9 0 2 0 4 2
0 . 4 1 1 . 6 6 S L 0 . 1 2 1 2 7 3 8
0 . 4 1 4 . 1 4 S L / A N 0 . 1 4 8 3 3 4 1
0 . 4 1 5 . 8 0 A N 0 . 1 5 6 3 5 2 6
0 . 4 2 3 . 3 1 S L 0 . 1 3 5 3 0 6 2
0 . 3 8 6 . 2 1 S W 0 . 1 3 3 3 0 1 6
0 . 3 8 4 . 9 7 S W 0 . 1 3 9 3 1 5 5
0 . 3 9 1 . 6 6 S L 0 . 1 0 1 2 2 7 4
0 . 3 9 0 . 8 3 E B / S L 0 . 0 9 6 2 1 8 1
0 . 3 8 3 . 5 2 S L / S W 0 . 1 2 9 2 9 2 3
0 . 2 7 6 . 8 3 S W 0 . 0 9 6 2 1 8 1
0 . 2 8 4 . 3 5 S W 0 . 1 0 3 2 3 2 0
0 . 2 8 2 . 4 8 S L 0 . 0 7 2 1 6 2 4
0 . 2 8 1 . 2 4 E B / S L 0 . 0 7 0 1 5 7 8
0 . 2 8 0 . 8 3 E B 0 . 0 6 6 1 4 8 5
0 . 2 0 8 . 2 8 S W 0 . 0 7 7 1 7 4 5
0 . 2 0 5 . 8 0 S W 0 . 0 6 4 1 4 3 8
0 . 2 0 3 . 7 3 S L / S W 0 . 0 6 6 1 4 8 5
0 . 2 0 2 . 9 0 S L 0 . 0 5 7 1 2 9 9
0 . 2 0 1 . 6 6 S L 0 . 0 5 5 1 2 5 3
0 . 2 1 0 . 5 0 E B 0 . 0 3 9 8 8 2
2 %  S a n d
0 . 4 2 1 . 6 6 S L / E B 0 . 1 1 9 2 6 9 1
0 . 2 5 3 . 3 1 S L 0 . 0 7 8 1 7 6 3
0 . 2 6 1 . 2 4 E B - S L 0 . 0 7 0 1 5 7 8
0 . 2 5 5 . 3 8 S L / S W 0 . 1 0 9 2 4 5 9
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0 . 2 6 4 . 1 4 S L 0 . 0 9 2 2 0 8 8
0 . 3 1 0 . 8 3 E B / S L 0 . 0 7 5 1 7 0 8
0 . 3 0 8 . 2 8 S W 0 . 1 2 1 2 7 3 8
0 . 3 1 2 . 0 7 S L 0 . 0 8 0 1 8 1 0
0 . 3 1 3 . 3 1 S L 0 . 1 0 1 2 2 7 4
0 . 3 5 2 . 4 8 S L 0 . 1 0 9 2 4 5 9
0 . 3 4 3 . 7 3 S L 0 . 1 1 1 2 5 0 6
0 . 3 4 4 . 9 7 S L / S W 0 . 1 2 3 2 7 8 4
3 %  S a n d
0 . 3 5 2 . 4 8 S L 0 . 0 9 8 2 2 2 7
0 . 3 5 3 . 7 3 S L 0 . 1 1 5 2 5 9 8
0 . 3 4 4 . 9 7 S L / S W 0 . 1 2 9 2 9 1 4
0 . 3 1 0 . 8 3 E L / S L 0 . 0 7 2 1 6 2 4
0 . 3 1 2 . 0 7 S L 0 . 0 9 4 2 1 3 4
0 . 3 1 3 . 3 1 S L 0 . 0 9 4 2 1 3 4
0 . 2 6 0 . 8 3 E B / S L 0 . 0 6 4 1 4 3 8
0 . 2 5 2 . 0 7 S L 0 . 0 8 0 1 8 1 0
0 . 2 5 1 . 6 6 S L 0 . 0 6 4 1 4 3 8
0 . 2 6 1 . 2 4 S L / E B 0 . 0 6 2 1 3 9 2
v s l
( m / s )
v s g
( m / s )
F l o w
R e g i m e
(drU L)
( p s i / f t )
(dpU L)
( P a / m )
H l
1 %  S a n d
0 . 2 7 3 . 3 1 S L 0 . 0 7 4 1 6 7 0 0 . 5 3
0 . 3 5 0 . 8 3 E B / S L 0 . 0 7 8 1 7 6 3 0 . 5 7
0 . 3 5 3 . 3 1 S L 0 . 1 0 9 2 4 5 9 0 . 5 1
0 . 4 1 2 . 4 8 S L 0 . 1 2 3 2 7 8 4 0 . 5 5
0 . 4 0 1 . 6 6 S L 0 . 1 0 5 2 3 6 6 0 . 5 5
0 . 4 3 0 . 8 3 E B / S L 0 . 0 9 4 2 1 3 4 0 . 5 6
0 . 3 5 2 . 4 8 S L 0 . 1 0 7 2 4 1 3 0 . 5 3
0 . 4 4 1 . 6 6 S L 0 . 1 3 3 3 0 1 6 0 . 5 4
2 %  S a n d
0 . 3 4 3 . 3 1 S L 0 . 1 1 1 2 5 0 6 0 . 5 1
0 . 3 6 2 . 4 8 S L 0 . 1 0 7 2 4 1 3 0 . 5 4
0 . 3 5 0 . 8 3 E B / S L 0 . 0 9 4 2 1 3 4 0 . 5 6
0 . 4 2 2 . 4 8 S L 0 . 1 2 3 2 7 8 4 0 . 5 4
0 . 4 2 1 . 6 6 S L / E B 0 . 1 1 9 2 6 9 1
3 %  S a n d
0 . 3 5 3 . 3 1 S L 0 . 1 1 3 2 5 5 2 0 . 5 4
0 . 3 5 2 . 4 8 S L 0 . 1 0 1 2 2 7 4 0 . 5 4
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0 . 3 6 0 . 8 3 M o s t l y  E B 0 . 0 8 2 1 8 5 6 0 . 5 7
0 . 4 2 2 . 4 8 S L 0 . 1 2 3 2 7 8 4 0 . 5 5
0 . 4 5 1 . 6 6 S L / E B 0 . 1 0 5 2 3 6 6 0 . 5 8
Data used in dimensionless and regression analysis:
V s l V s g ( % )
( p s i / f t )
( “% , )
( P a / m )
F l o w
( m / s ) ( m / s ) R e g i m e
D i e s e l  M i x  2
0 . 5 3 1 . 6 6 0 . 1 1 2 5 5 2 S L
0 . 5 2 3 . 3 1 0 . 1 4 3 2 4 8 S L
0 . 4 9 1 . 6 6 0 . 1 1 2 4 1 3 S L
0 . 4 8 1 . 6 6 0 . 1 0 2 3 2 0 S L
0 . 4 6 1 . 6 6 0 . 1 0 2 2 2 7 S L
0 . 4 5 1 . 6 6 0 . 1 0 2 1 8 1 S L
0 . 4 3 1 . 6 6 0 . 0 9 2 0 4 2 S L
0 . 4 0 1 . 6 6 0 . 0 8 1 9 0 2 S L
0 . 3 6 1 . 6 6 0 . 0 8 1 7 6 3 S L
0 . 3 1 1 . 6 6 0 . 0 8 1 9 0 2 S L
0 . 3 0 3 . 3 1 0 . 1 0 2 3 6 6 S L
0 . 2 5 3 . 3 1 0 . 0 8 1 7 6 3 S L
0 . 4 4 3 . 3 1 0 . 1 4 3 1 5 5 S L
0 . 2 0 1 . 6 6 0 . 0 5 1 2 3 4 S L
0 . 2 0 2 . 9 0 0 . 0 6 1 3 9 2 S L
0 . 4 0 3 . 3 1 0 . 1 2 2 7 8 4 S L
0 . 4 2 1 . 6 6 0 . 1 0 2 2 2 7 S L
0 . 4 3 1 . 6 6 0 . 1 1 2 5 0 6 S L
0 . 4 4 1 . 6 6 0 . 1 2 2 6 4 5 S L
0 . 4 5 1 . 6 6 0 . 1 2 2 6 9 1 S L
0 . 4 7 1 . 6 6 0 . 1 1 2 5 9 8 S L
0 . 4 7 2 . 4 8 0 . 1 3 2 9 7 0 S L
0 . 4 9 2 . 0 7 0 . 1 2 2 7 8 4 S L
0 . 0 8 1 . 2 4 0 . 0 2 4 3 6 S L
0 . 0 8 2 . 0 7 0 . 0 2 5 5 7 S L
0 . 4 9 1 . 2 4 0 . 1 0 2 3 2 0 S L
0 . 4 9 2 . 0 7 0 . 1 1 2 5 4 3 S L
0 . 4 9 2 . 9 0 0 . 1 3 3 0 1 6 S L
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0.49 3.73 0.17 3944 SL
Diesel Mix 3
0.21 1.24 0.06 1281 SL
0.21 1.66 0.06 1373 SL
0.31 1.66 0.09 1958 SL
0.31 3.31 0.10 2274 SL
0.26 0.83 0.07 1578 SL
0.25 1.24 0.07 1615 SL
0.25 3.31 0.09 1949 SL
0.35 1.66 0.09 2134 SL
0.35 2.07 0.10 2227 SL
0.35 2.69 0.11 2459 SL
0.38 1.86 0.11 2413 SL
0.38 2.48 0.12 2645 SL
0.42 1.66 0.12 2691 SL
0.42 2.48 0.13 2923 SL
0.45 1.86 0.12 2738 SL
0.44 1.66 0.12 2645 SL
0.42 1.66 0.11 2580 SL
0.39 1.66 0.10 2204 SL
0.35 1.66 0.09 2042 SL
0.41 2.48 0.11 2482 SL
0.35 2.48 0.10 2181 SL
Diesel Mix 3 + Sand
0.45 1.86 0.13 2830 SL
0.45 2.48 0.14 3062 SL
0.45 3.31 0.14 3109 SL
0.31 1.66 0.10 2227 SL
0.35 1.66 0.10 2366 SL
0.35 2.07 0.11 2459 SL
0.25 3.31 0.08 1763 SL
0.27 3.31 0.07 1670 SL
0.35 3.31 0.11 2459 SL
0.41 2.48 0.12 2784 SL
0.41 1.66 0.12 2738 SL
0.42 3.31 0.14 3062 SL
0.39 1.66 0.10 2274 SL
0.28 2.48 0.07 1624 SL
0.20 2.90 0.06 1299 SL
0.20 1.66 0.06 1253 SL
81
82
